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spotlight on . . . sherry

SHERRYSHERRY
Not your grandma’s 
drink anymore, sherry 
is having a moment.
By Maggie HennessySHERRY
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he darling of sommeliers and bartenders around the country, sherry has endured a far less- 
  rosy reputation among consumers—who’ve often associated it with grandma’s cloyingly  
  sweet after-dinner nip or cut-rate cooking sherries. 

 But this incredibly diverse fortified wine is gaining ground in the U.S. market, thanks to a 
resurgence of craft cocktails and Spanish food and drink. Its relative affordability and versatility in 
cocktails and food pairings also make it a profitable potential addition to even non-Spanish-leaning 
restaurant beverage programs for operators willing to invest in a little extra training, time and care.
 “Sherry conjures up images of this little-old-lady wine,” says Liz Mendez, sommelier/co-
owner of Spanish wine bar Vera in Chicago. “But sherry is one of the most diverse wines in the 
world, ranging from bone-dry to the dessert styles people are more familiar with. It actually has 
more in common with champagne than any of its fortified counterparts.”
 One of the reasons so few consumers have ventured beyond high-volume cream sherries into 
the bright, saline realm of fino and manzanilla, or the nutty complexity of amontillado and palo 
cortado, is because they’ve already written sherry off as a dessert wine. That’s why Vera doesn’t 
carry dessert-style sherries—“to change the trajectory of the conversation,” Mendez says.
 Poor storage and handling are also partly to blame. Although it’s a fortified wine, sherry is 
sensitive to temperature and air—lighter varieties have a one-day shelf life once opened, while 
more stable, oxidated styles last less than six weeks. 
 The other big challenge is sherry’s relatively high barrier to entry, says Joaquín Simó, partner/
bartender of New York cocktail bar Pouring Ribbons. “It’s a complex category of wine that defies 
easy categorization,” he says. “And it’s a challenging thing to summarize neatly in a way that gives 
people a good idea of the breadth and variety of wines involved.”

THe process dicTaTes THe sTyle
 Sherry hails from the triangular Spanish province of Cadiz, which is defined by three towns: 
Jerez de la Frontera, which is inland, and Puerto de Santa Maria and Sanlúcar de Barrameda, both on 
the Atlantic coast. Unlike fellow fortified wines Madeira and port, sherry is vinified as a still wine, 
then, after fermentation, the winemaker decides if it’s going to be a biological or oxidated wine. 
 The lighter, biologically aged fino and manzanilla styles are fortified to 15% alcohol or below 
to enable development of yeast, called flor, which forms a layer on top protecting the wine from 
exposure to oxygen as it ages. Oxidated styles such as oloroso and amontillado are fortified to 
above 15%, so flor does not form at all rather than being intentionally broken.
 Palo cortado—what many beverage pros refer to as “the unicorn of sherry”—starts out as a 
fino or amontillado, but loses its veil of flor and begins aging oxidatively as an oloroso, resulting 
in a wine with the richness of oloroso and crispness of amontillado. 
 Sweet sherries range from cream—essentially, oloroso with sweet grapes (moscatel or pedro 
ximenez) blended in—to more complex pedro ximenez- and moscatel-based sherries made from 
sundried grapes. 
 Sherry is aged using a distinctive fractional blending process called solera, in which younger 
wines are gradually added to barrels of mature wines. Portions are removed from the oldest barrels 
(on the bottom) for bottling, while new stocks are added to keep the solera going, with the average 
age increasing as the process continues. 
 “People talk about the importance of terroir in winemaking, but in terms of Jerez, what’s 
even more important can be the terroir of the bodega,” says Mendez. “So much of what happens 
in both biological and oxidative aging is about the terroir of bodega because of crosswinds, and 
it’s all based on where the bodega is located.”
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greatest hits:  
food-friendly sherries  

“Sherry is a sommelier darling,” says 
Liz Mendez, sommelier/co-owner, 
Spanish wine bar Vera, Chicago. 
“Especially when you get into 
those beautiful higher-end dining 
situations, the pairing opportunities 
are extraordinary.” Here are four of 
Mendez’s favorite food-friendly sherries 
and what to eat with them.

fiNo (CéSar floriDo): Hailing 
from the oldest independent bodega 
in Chipiona—where flor grows year-
round—this fino gets its unique 
qualities of wet stone and salinity from 
the bodega’s proximity to the Atlantic. 
“This wine is literally begging for 
boquerones,” says Mendez. Its linear 
brininess also works well with fatty 
Jamón Ibérico or—for the slightly more 
adventurous—sushi. 

MaNzaNilla (orleaNS BorBóN): 
Literally fit for a king, Orleans Borbón’s 
sherries are aged in the palace of the 
Spanish royal family. Marcona almond-
esque nuttiness and a hint of apple 
balance this manzanilla’s bright salinity, 
“akin to sitting seaside,” Mendez says. 
Peel-and-eat shrimp and crab are perfect 
partners for this rounder dry sherry. 

aMoNTillaDo (Tio DieGo): This 
amontillado from Valdespino starts 
its life as inocente fino, where it gets 
a bit of brininess. Oxidation lends 
notes of toasted almond and baked 
persimmon. As Mendez’s go-to sherry 
style, amontillado is well-suited to 
difficult vegetable pairings such as 
artichokes or fried Brussels sprouts 
drizzled with vinaigrette.

oloroSo (GuTiérrez ColoSia): 
Bodegas Gutiérrez Colosia has been 
at the mouth of the Guadalete River 
since the 1830s, where dry Levante 
and humid Poniente winds regulate 
moisture levels. This classic-style 
oloroso has a slightly bitter, walnut-like 
nuttiness and aromas and flavors of 
banana bread, ideal with game meats 
such as rabbit, squab or—Mendez’s all-
time favorite—foie gras with chestnuts.

t

oPPoSiTe: Palo cortado provides 
all the structure and body in the 
Penelope, a longtime house favorite 
cocktail at 15 romolo comprising rosé 
cava, Jerez brandy, grenadine, lemon 
and cacao tincture. 
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Food and cockTails—gaTeways To sHerry
 It’s not surprising, given its strong connection to terroir, that sherry is most often thought of 
in the context of Spanish food. And rightfully so, when such pairings exist as oceanic fino and 
freshly caught Atlantic shellfish or fatty cured Jamón Ibérico, as well as salty, barnyard-esque 
mature manchego cheese with nutty oloroso.
 “The cool thing about sherry is it doesn’t have to be with Spanish food,” says Aaron Smith, 
owner/manager of Spanish-leaning 15 Romolo in San Francisco. “It’s one of the most forgiving 
pairable wines.”
 For one, 15 Romolo’s assistant general manager Ian Adams says few things beat a glass of 
fino with French fries and ketchup, while at Vera, Mendez’s sleeper-hit pairing for both fino and 
manzanilla is sushi. Roasted asparagus and a fried egg is the perfect foil for amontillado. And 
while Mendez prefers palo cortado on its own (“what do you pair with a unicorn?”), Smith likes 
it alongside crown pork roast with fennel and garlic, or orange-glazed goose.  
 Cocktails are another great entry point for sherry, and the culture has played a huge role in 
helping to uncover its nuance and range. 
 As both a base and modifier, sherry introduces flavors that are hard to get in combination in liquid 
form, Smith says. “You don’t get salinity from many spirits. You also don’t get concentrated nutty 
characteristics from anything other than nut liqueur, which often comes with too much sweetness.”
 The sherry cobbler—the de rigueur shaken cocktail of the 1800s comprising sherry, sugar 
and citrus over crushed ice—is one of the 16 core drinks Simó teaches new staff members at 
Pouring Ribbons. “What makes this a great teaching cocktail is there isn’t one sherry cobbler 
recipe,” he says. “You can drink cobblers year-round. 
 “In the dead of winter, you want citrus—so muddle up blood orange, cara cara orange, pomelo 
or Meyer lemon with a heavier-bodied blend of palo cortado and dry oloroso. In summer, you’re 
looking at berries and all this great stone fruit, which you’ll want with fino and manzanilla for a 
much drier, lighter drink.”
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Sherry Mary 
Lush Wine and Spirits // Chicago

Mitch Einhorn, owner of Lush Wine 

and Spirits wine bar/retail shop, likes 

using sherry in place of vodka as it 

adds a richer, more complex flavor. The 

palo cortado’s nuttiness plays well with 

the toasty Guinness and heat from the 

mix, while its crispness differentiates it 

from other sherry styles.

1.5 oz. palo cortado sherry
3 oz. high-quality bloody mary mix
Splash of Guinness
Garnishes (suggested): chorizo, 
   pickled garlic, hot cherry pepper

Method: Stir sherry and mix; pour 
over ice in pint glass. Top with 
Guinness. Garnish with chorizo, 
pickled garlic and hot cherry pepper.
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 The key is to know how to balance its unique flavors 
and mouthfeel, which comes through trial and error. 
“Sherry doesn’t always behave the way you want it to,” 
Simó says. “If you’re going to swap sweet vermouth for 
sherry, you might have to add a sweetener like a liqueur 
to balance that out and regain some of that richness lost.”
 Cocktails also are an easy way to get staff excited 
and curious about sherry—key to any profitable bever-
age program, Mendez says. “Staff education is hugely 
important with sherry,” she says. “They’re on the front 
lines telling the story, so they have to be excited.” 

 Smith recommends a minimum of three staff trainings on sherry to get staff comfortable with 
this complex wine. “You need some repetition, because it’s a lot of information for a beginner.”
 In addition to proper storage on arrival (Smith keeps most sherries at cellar temperatures and 
finos and manzanillas in the cooler), rapid turnover is important.
 “Make sure that whatever you’re pouring by the glass is also being used in cocktails to keep 
it fresh and minimize waste,” Smith says. “Most of these wines come in half bottles, too, which 
can get you a long way.”
 But fresh, quality product harkens back to knowing your distributor, Mendez says. The best 
sherry producers are now providing bottling dates, which tell a lot about its freshness. “If you’re 
getting a wine that was bottled years ago and has changed distribution hands twice, if not more, 
how do you know you’re getting the wine the way it was intended? If you’re not drinking sherry 
bottled within the last 14 months, probably not.”

oPPoSiTe, ToP: Much of what happens 
in both biological and oxidative aging in 
sherry hinges on the terroir of the bodega. 
aBove, lefT: Dry sherries are a natural 
partner for Spanish fare, but this orleans 
Borbón offers extraordinary pairing 
opportunities, says liz Mendez. 
BoTToM: Cachaça-marinated hanger 
steak with blistered tomatoes, cauliflower/
Marcona almond gratin and chermoula 
sauce paired with Palo Cortado leonor 
12-year made staff and customers at 15 
romolo fall in love with the style.
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flor De Jerez 
Joaquín Simó, Partner/Bartender
Pouring Ribbons // New York 

“I was after a light-bodied cocktail 
that shone forth with fruit and nuts yet 
remained dry and refreshing,” Simó 
says. “A dry amontillado seemed a 
natural fit, with its toasted-almond 
notes balanced with hints of dried 
fruits and wood. Turning the usual 
spirit-heavy drink recipe on its head 
lets the characteristic acidity of sherry 
shine, cleansing the palate and leaving 
it wanting more. That makes it a 
great pairing with seasonal foods like 
cheeses and cured/roasted meats.”

1.5 oz. Lustau Amontillado Los 
   Arcos sherry
0.5 oz. Appleton Reserve rum 
0.75 oz. lemon juice
0.5 oz. sugarcane syrup
   (recommended, Petite Canne 
   from Martinique) 
0.25 oz. Orchard Apricot liqueur
Dash of angostura bitters

Method: Combine sherry, rum, lemon 
juice, syrup, liqueur and bitters in 
mixing tin. Add plenty of ice; shake 
vigorously. Strain into chilled cocktail 
glass; drink immediately. 


